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Introduction and Motivation

Today, the penetration of modern smart phones is vastly increasing with over
172 million smart phones shipped worldwide in 2009 [5]. It is quickly becoming
predictable that these smart phones will contain sensors such as Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, accelerometers, close proximity sensors and digital
compasses. These components make smart phones a good candidate for pervasive computing and context-awareness. Context-awareness can be described as
a systems ability to adapt and alter its behavior based on the situation it is
current aware of [9]. Pervasive computing and context-awareness are becoming a
highly interested area as it allows for applications to become more intelligent and
more usable, unlike traditional software applications which would only respond
to direct user input [6].
People and clients using software systems are becoming increasingly demanding regarding configuration and system features, thus requiring customization.
In software development, re-developing software from scratch for each difference
is purely uneconomical. This can be solved using Software Product Lines (SPL),
creating many similar products from a single set of core assets [12]. Systems
can be customized using variation points within its design, thus allowing for
variants to shape the final product based on the configuration. This variability
can be modeled using commonly used feature-modeling, which can help express
different required features and variations of features. Because of the fragmentation of hardware/firmware, firmware/hardware constrained features should be
modeled identifying this dependency which currently is not supported in feature
modeling.
Though a SPL approach offers a viable approach to handling variability,
deriving products from SPLs can be a challenging task. To compliment SPLs,
the use of Model-Driven Development (MDD) and Domain Specific Languages
can help allow for model transformations.
Domain Specific Languages (DSL) allow the developer to raise abstraction
away from the software implementation making development easier. DSLs can
be used within SPL engineering [14], and used to help provide model transformations. These transformations include horizontal (model to model), and more
importantly in my case, vertical (model to code).

In this research, I propose to help integrate the modeling of context, features
and their dependencies on hardware and firmware platforms. To compliment this,
a DSL will be defined as method of expressing the model, which can then provide
model-code transformations providing large amounts of application structure
and features based on the domain feature implementations and variations.
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Related Work

Developing for mobile platforms vastly differs to desktop and larger systems.
Firstly, there are many different constraints that need to be considered. These
constraints include lack of screen size, processing power, memory, and power
consumption [8]. Though this idea may look out-dated, the expediential growth
in software complexities and sizes causes this to remain true. Furthermore single
application development is becoming increasing rare, with the trend more on a
set of similar applications. Because of this, and increasing software complexities,
the management of this re-usable software needs to be made simpler. The use of
product lines is already evident in mobile gaming [10].
2.1

Context-Awareness

Much work in the past for aiding the production of context-ware applications
has been through the developments of frameworks. The Java Context-Aware
Framework [1] is a lightweight Java-based framework for creating context-aware
applications. The feasibility of using this framework is help backed by its use in
medical scenarios [2]. An issue with using this approach is the dependence on
an external context-service, which for smart phone applications is not a desired
method and can also bring security issues when transmitting sensitive data.
Context-reasoning and challenges of mobility have been addressed with the use
of a sentient object model [3].
MDA approaches have been proposed for context-aware software development. CAMEL (Context Awareness Modeling Language) [13], a DSL design for
the initial stage of software development provides a method for modeling context
dependent behaviors. Authors pointed out that currently the language does not
handle model transformations to executable code.
2.2

Software Product Lines

UbiFEX [7] has been presented as a feature model notation to context-aware
SPLs. This notation allows for context rule specific product configuration, but
does not complete the need for modeling the complete system combining features
and contexts.
Modeling context and its adaptation requires modelling within a product
line, to help indicate how it relates to each feature. Parra et al. [11] creates
a composition of assets binding context adaptation to features. This was later

used with the FraSCAti platform1 , an open source implementation of the Service Component Architecture standard. This approach is similar to my plans,
but there is a lack of concern for issues relating to how hardware/firmware may
constrict different contexts being monitored and how features within the application may/may not be compatible with differing requirements. Furthermore,
though the use of dynamic product line derivation is a useful approach for larger
systems, because of different issues relating to mobile development a less dynamic derivation may prove more suitable. Firstly if a high amount of variation
is in the application, this may ’bloat’ the application unnecessarily, taking up
already limited space on the device.
Despite the research being carried out into making product lines easier to
implement, the use of SPLs for asset re-use is still having low adoption rates.
This is because it affects the whole software life cycle, compared to other methods including Model Driven Development and Service Oriented Architecture [4].
Reasons for the lack of adoption include hardware/software integration issues,
unpredictability caused by the recession and lack of SPL experts and low cost
training.
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Proposed Research

The primary aim of this research is to experiement and explore with a DSL
to help support product derivation in context-aware mobile software product
lines. This product-derivation will need to handle platform version differences,
hardware differences and context differences. The proposed research will be a
combination of action research and case-study based research. Within the research, two case studies will be developed, creating differing product-lines. The
first of these case studies will be on a sports application, with the second more
focusing on a mobile enterprise application.
3.1

Research Objectives

1. Investigate how you express the context aware environment and it’s impact on application development. Modeling and defining the contexts for the
product line and how it relates to the main application logic will be required.
Metamodels for context, platform and application will be developed which
will form the basis for the DSL.
2. Research into how to manage variability with the different contexts that will
be supported within the application. Also, variability will need to be mapped
and modeled to deal with different smart-phone hardware components and
firmware versions.
3. Acquirement and analysis of DSL requirements, primarly driven through the
development of two software product lines.
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4. Define and develop a DSL to help enable model-code transformations using
Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) and implement over several iterations to
suit case studies.
5. Use or develop an analysis framework for validating the proposed DSL. This
validation will help ensure that the language meets all the requirements of
a language.
3.2

Product Line Approach

The approach I propose for the product line is shown in Figure 1. This approach
is made up of a product line (PL) meta model, and the DSL to specialise and
deviate products into specialised applications (App). To help gain requirements
of the DSL, meta-models will be developed including:
– Context Metamodel, a model indicating the different conditions that will
constitute a context including user and environmental conditions.
– Platform Metamodel, a model showing the similarities and variability within
the platforms. This will include hardware and software differences.
– Application Metamodel, a model describing the application. This will include different components and features included, with emphasis on core
and additional/alternative parts of the application.

Fig. 1. Proposed Product Deviation Approach

For code generation, the PL will have software assets produced by MDD
using a mix of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) and Component-Oriented
Programming (COP). Using aspects can easily seperate application concerns, in
this case different platforms and/or contexts. These assets are then specialised
using the DSL to produce partial application specific code, to which further
implementation can be added.
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